Pedestrian & Bicycle Detour Route

Pedestrian and Bicycle access is restricted on I-90 between Exit 15 (Sherman Ave) and Exit 22 (Highway 97).

A signed detour is in place and the suggested alternate route is shown on this map. This bike/pedestrian restriction is necessary due to Blue Creek Bay Bridge construction that has traffic on the freeway reduced down to one lane in each direction with no shoulders. This detour will be in effect through October 2018 and then again from April to September 2019.

For additional questions or project information please contact:
RSCI (Contractor): Skip Delwisch, 208.600.2595; Stephen Tellez, 610.888.0628. HDR (Construction Engineering & Inspection Services): Ty Bardwell, 208.665.3983; Dustin Lenz, 208.699.3805. ITD (Project Manager): Greg Brands, 208.755.8279.

This detour route consists of rough paved roads and approximately one mile section of gravel road. Riders are advised to understand the capabilities of their equipment and whether these conditions are acceptable for riding. The route is not maintained by ITD and ITD is not responsible for equipment damage or personal injury resulting from use of this route.